
Alphabetic Word Walls 
 

 Simple Font – In primary classrooms, choose a font that is very simple 

(Arial, Calibri, Comic Sans, Century Gothic, Helvetica) for early readers 

and writers. 

 Color Coding – Color coding parts of speech can be helpful for students. 

To do this, place nouns and verbs on a different color card or print the 

words in a different color font (e.g., red = verbs, blue = nouns, green = 

adjectives) 

 Readability  

 Font size – Walk across the classroom and make certain students can 

read the words easily enough to copy them (suggested minimum font size is 120 or 150). If you can’t 

read them, neither can your students. 

 Overcrowding Words – Try not to overcrowd the words. If 

there are too many words in too little space, it makes indi-

vidual words hard to see, read, and copy. You may want to 

categorize words and create more “portable” Word Walls 

if you have this issue. See more ideas below.  

 

More than just your Alphabetical Word Wall! 
 

 Nonlingustic Word Walls: Word walls with images, picto-
graphs, & symbols go a long way toward cementing the visual image with word. 

 Portable Word Walls: Think about having separate areas or creating “portable” word walls for categorizes 

or groups of words. The list below includes examples for smaller, more focused words walls. 

 Phonic Patterns 

 Spelling, Word Family, and Rhyming Patterns 

 Content/Topical/Thematic Word Walls 

 Words We Know 

 Prefixes, Suffixes, and Root Words 

 Words from Read Alouds 

 Spanish/English Word Walls 

 

 

Top Tips for Word Walls 

 

"The Word Wall is built upon the spiral theory of mastery—repetition reinforces previously learned content. Regular 
use throughout the school year allows you to recycle many words."    Joseph Green in The Word Wall: Teaching          
        Vocabulary through Immersion 
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 Quips, Clips, and Snips — Intermediate students can find words, phrases, or quotes in everyday 

reading which might include comics, trade books, the newspaper, and online. If possible, students 

can cut out the word or phrase from the original source and post on the Quips, Clips, and Snips 

Word Wall. The discussion related to these words helps students make connections with words 

while at the same time enriching their vocabulary and comprehension. 

 Differentiated Word Walls for Guided Reading Instruction 

 For primary or ELL students, a file folder or a tri-fold display board can be created for each group. 

Consider laminating the words and put Velcro on the back of each word and on the display board. 

Now you have an interactive, differentiated Word Wall that can be used for word sorts and review 

with your students during guided reading. 

 For intermediate students, consider using a file folder for each group that can be changed for each 

chapter book or novel that you read.  

 

Label It! 

 ENL/ELL Students – In schools with English language learners, labels 

identifying everyday objects should be a part of every classroom! 

 Make Your Own Labels – Don’t rush out to purchase labels; instead, 

make them with your students and print the words in large letters on a 

small sentence strip, for example.  

 Primary:  Walk around the room and objects. Then make several la-

bels each day with your students. Simply write the word on a portion 

of a sentence strip and place the word directly on the object. 

 Intermediate:  Do as a whole class activity but, with intermediate students, turn the writing over to a 

different student each day. Each day, walk the room and have a student create labels (from sentence 

strips) for everyday object. Have students place the words directly on objects such as desks, filing cabi-

nets, and the white board, for example. By conducting this simple word-building routine, you will im-

mediately increase Tier I “must know” words for your intermediate students. 

 

Journals and First-Draft Writing 

 Word Wall/Spelling Journal – By using personal Word Wall journals, 

students begin taking ownership of their own word learning and add 

many more words of interest in their personal journal. Word Wall 

journals can take the form of words organized alphabetically on file 

folders, small or large journals, spiral bound or composition-type 

notebooks – it doesn’t matter. What matters is that students take 

ownership of their learning and use them when they are writing! 

 First-Draft Writing & “I’m Stuck” Spelling Issues – Dictionaries have 
a place in spelling words correctly, but not for first-draft spelling. We 
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Specific Words Highlighted  
in Student Writing 



want students to write more not necessarily spend time looking up words in the dictionary. So what can you 
do? Conduct a mini-lesson specific to first-draft and journal spelling and create an anchor chart that includes 
procedures for first-draft spelling that may include the follow procedures listed below. 

 First-Draft and Journal Writing – “I’m Stuck” Strategies 
 Look around the room for the word – charts, word walls, my vocabulary journal 
 Ask a friend (in a quiet voice) 
 Sound out the sounds and write what your hear 
 Spell it as best you can and highlight or circle the word to look it up later 
 Listen for words parts – suffixes, prefixes, endings, roots 
 Think of a rhyming word that you do know  how to spell 
 Try out different spellings 

 Final Copy Writing 
 Double-check correct spelling by looking up the word in an online dictionary or classroom dictionary. 

 
This and That 

 To laminate or not to laminate?  While we all want things to last, the power of Word Walls lies in the      
making, using, and reviewing words with your students. Additionally, classroom lights often create a glare on 
laminated words making them unreadable depending on where students are seated.  Consider printing or 
handwriting words with your students and then post them without the time-consuming, and more costly, 
step of laminating. 

 Review and Play Games – Don’t forget to review the words on Word Walls around the room. Play games and 
word-hunt activities to keep students using the words and becoming aware of subtle nuances of how to use 
each word in context.  For example, throw a Nerf ball to a student and ask him/her to find two words to de-
scribe how you would feel if you had just made the winning basket at the basketball game. 
 

Extend Word Walls to the Hallways! (And you thought Word Walls were just for classrooms!) 

 Hallways are a great place to extend word learning for students. Be creative. Try using pictures of students 

acting out words (see example below) for a nonlinguistic word wall. Look at these great examples! 
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A special “shout out” to Pam Hardy (Principal), Ben Markley (Assistant Principal), and the great teachers at Garden City Elementary School 
(Indianapolis, IN) for the hard work you’ve done to advance word learning with your students and for these great examples of word walls! 

Nonlinguistic Word Wall 
Words with Multiple Meanings 


